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Corporate Governance SIG 

 

Call for applications for a communications’ officer position 

 

 

 

The EURAM’s Corporate Governance (COGO) SIG is pleased to announce the opening 

of the application period for a new member of the SIG Steering Committee (the initial 

task will be communications’ officer).  

 

The Corporate Governance SIG focuses on research exploring broadly related corporate 

governance issues (e.g. the antecedents, characteristics, processes, and consequences of 

corporate governance in and around organizations). Through its Tracks in each EURAM 

annual conference, it offers a space of research dialogue and development around issues 

related to corporate governance systems, ownership structures, boards of directors and 

top management teams, diversity, innovations in internal and external governance, 

corporate social responsibility and accountability. The SIG encourages research from 

different theoretical lenses and research methods, as well as analyzing corporate 

governance in different types of enterprises and different contexts, including countries 

and regional cultures.  

 

Candidates with strong academic and research experience in one or more subfields of 

corporate governance are welcome to apply.  

 

The successful candidate must be able to make a commitment for at least one (1) year to 

the SIG and to EURAM, but with the motivation to discuss with the other SIG officers 

for a possible continuation of her/his term as SIG officer.  

 

The term of service for the new communications’ officer will start in July 01, 2021.  

 

Candidates interested in applying for the position are invited to send the following:  

 

1. A letter of interest indicating:  

(a) any experience of the candidate with the COGO SIG (e.g., track proposals, 

track management, participations as author, discussant, chair);  

(b) any experience and relationships of the candidate with other research groups, 

associations or institutions interested in the same topics.  
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2. A copy of the candidate’s CV.  

 

 

 

The deadline for applications is November 30th, 2020. Please send your application by 

email to cogo.euram@gmail.com   

 

The 2019-2020 Corporate Governance SIG:  

 

Nikolaos Kavadis (SIG chair), nkavadis@emp.uc3m.es  

Daniel Yar Hamidi (SIG chair elect), daniel.yar@hb.se  

Dennis Veltrop (SIG program chair), d.veltrop@rug.nl   

Francesca Cuomo (SIG program chair elect), F.Cuomo@uea.ac.uk   

Amedeo Pugliese (SIG communications’ officer), amedeo.pugliese@unipd.it   
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